Dingle- this time the force is
with us

A bakers dozen of us assembled in Camp for a 10am start. Brendan and Tracey had
already scoffed all of the breakfast food leaving the rest of us thinking that coffee in Louis
Mulcahys at around 55kms was a long way off. In the distance Mount Brandon looked
majestic and by days end we will have almost encircled this spine of the Dingle peninsula.
The first 15kms in the
foothills of the Conor pass
are shared by constant roll
ups and before we know it
we are at the base of the
5km climb. It’s a constant 7%
with some steeper pitches
and too many sheep and
cars. Thankfully the wind is
not severe and no one is
being thrown off their bikes.
We gain the summit in good
time and re-group before the
fast descent into Daingean ui
Chuis. Lar summits without a
helmet and BK insists on a
minimum of two penalty
points and relegation to last
in the peloton!
At Conor Pass.
Front: John, Liam & Kevin.
Rear: Anna, Margo,Jim, BK,Ian,Tracey, Lar, Pat, Brendan, Mike.
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Lar on top, sans casque a velo!!

Pat in his Darth Vadar bike brings Anna to the top.

Dingle is buzzing with coachloads of tourists seeking Fungi, the Skelligs and Star Wars.
We zip through and out the coast road towards Ceann Tra and then along the ‘corniche’
coast road to Slea head.

The Skelligs roll past and then as we round the
headland in brilliant sunshine the Blascaodai
appear and the whole vista of Dun Chaoin,
Ballyferriter, Muirioch and the ‘three sisters’
around Smerick harbour fill our horizon.

Anna at Slea Head
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Na Blascaodai.
Below us lay the golden coumeenoole and in
the distance we can see Clogher strand. Louis
Mulcahy’s was a most welcome sight and the
food was worth waiting for. We even got a
‘tune’ out of BK to send us on our way for the
second part of the ride.
The second phase saw us roll out of Dun
Chaoin and head north east through
Ballyferriter and around Smerick before finding
the long road back towards Dingle. There was
a little confusion in the rear of the peloton,
when some riders ‘missed’ a left turn and
managed to reach Dingle ahead of the main
bunch! Some days it’s hard to keep up!
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There are plenty of sharp pulls on stretches that looked easier than they felt and then long
downward sections that lead us back into Dingle town.
Out of the busy town the road seems to pull forever towards Lispole and then up and down
until we gain Annascaul. We stop for coffee in the midst of a re-enactment of the celtic
festival of Lug. We’re encouraged to stay, but after the caffine pick up we make tracks for
the three long drags out of Tom Crean’s home to gain Glounnagalt station under Corrin
and Caherconree, high above Camp. The road out of Annauscaul follows the old TraleeDingle railway line and the railway embankment is clear to see on many stretches of the
route. It would make a wonderful Cycle path? The descent to the coast is fast and furious
and by the time we reach the cars our legs are tired but our hearts are on fire.
All day the Christy Moore’s song about St. Brendan was ringing through my head and
despite the bouts of tiredness the lines and craic raised a smile …”did you know that
Honolulu was found by a Kerryman, who went on to find Australia, then China and Japan,
when he was touching 70, he began to miss the crack…he crossed the last horizon and
mount Brandon came into sight, he headed west to Kruger’s to murder pints of stout,
around by Ballyferrier and up the Conor Pass, he freewheeled into Brandon, the saint was
home at last! Is it right or left for Gibraltar, what tack do I take for Mizen head, I’d love to
settle down near Ventry harbour, St, Brendan to his albatross he said.” Home at last.
https://youtu.be/ZbWPMnWaA2U

Christy Moore, give it a whirl and join in.

Tim Severin’s re-enactment of the ‘Brendan voyage’ in the 1976.
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